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Mom's House, Dad's House
Simon and Schuster Oﬀers guidance in making the two-home approach successful

Mom's House, Dad's House for Kids
Feeling at Home in One Home or Two
Simon and Schuster From the author of the classic Mom’s House, Dad’s House, the essential guide for kids on how to stay strong and succeed in life when parents separate, divorce, or get married again. Isolina Ricci’s Mom’s House, Dad’s House has been the gold standard for inspiring and supporting
divorcing and remarrying parents for more than twenty-ﬁve years. With her new book, Dr. Isa adapts her time-tested advice on maneuvering the emotional, logistical, and legal realities of separation, divorce, and stepfamilies to speak directly to children. Alongside practical ways to cope with big
changes she oﬀers older children and their families key resiliency tools that kids can use now and the rest of their lives. Kids and families are encouraged to believe in themselves, to take heart, and to plan for their lives ahead. Mom’s House, Dad’s House for Kids is packed with practical tips, frank
answers, easy-to-use lists, “train your brain” ideas, reproducible worksheets, and things to try when words just won’t come out right. Kids will learn how to: · Deal with parents living apart, schedules, and dueling house rules · Settle comfortably in one home or two · Stay out of the “miserable middle”
when parents ﬁght · Manage stress, guilt, change, fear, and other feelings · Stay connected with parents, relatives, and the “right” friends · Appreciate the gifts (and deal with the gripes) of their new version of family · Feel better FAST! Kids can’t get their parents back together, but they can help
themselves get stronger and go on to succeed in life. This book shows them how.

Mom's House, Dad's House
Simon and Schuster Internationally renowned therapist, family expert and mediator Isolina Ricci, Ph.D. presents this deﬁnitive and newly updated guide to divorce and making shared custody work for parents and children. The ground-breaking classic, Mom’s House, Dad’s House, has become the
standard for two generations of divorcing parents, and includes examples, self-tests, checklists, tools, and guidelines to help separated moms and dads with the legal, emotional, and ﬁnancial issues they will encounter as they work to create happy and stable homes. This comprehensive guide looks
anew at the needs of all family members with creative options and common-sense advice, including: * The map to a “decent divorce” and two happy homes * Helping children of divorce with age-speciﬁc advice * Negotiating Parental Agreements and custody arrangements * Breaking away from
“negative intimacy” with a diﬃcult ex-husband or ex-wife * Sidestepping destructive myths about divorce (and marriage) * Handling long-distance parenting and parenting alone With Mom’s House, Dad’s House, parents will learn how to help their children heal and ﬁnd a sense of continuity, security,
and stability throughout the divorce process and in any custody situation.

Ginny Morris and Mom's House, Dad's House
Two years after her parents' divorce, almost-nine-year-old Ginny Morris is still frustrated by trying to keep track of clothing and homework as she moves from one house to another each Sunday, but is learning to tell her parents when things bother her. Simultaneous.

When Mom and Dad Divorce
A Kid's Resource
Open Road Media Divorce isn’t easy on anyone, least of all children. When Mom and Dad Divorce helps gently guide children through this painful passage.

Mom, Dad... Can We Talk? Insight and Perspectives to Help Us Do What's Best for Our Aging Parents
Wheatmark, Inc. The author is a retired Mayo Clinic eldercare specialist.

"Does Wednesday Mean Mom's House or Dad's?" Parenting Together While Living Apart
John Wiley & Sons Thorough in coverage and updated with topics that aﬀect today's families, Does Wednesday Mean Mom's House or Dad's?, Second Edition helps you keep your children in the number-one, priority spot before, during, and after your divorce. Nonjudgmental in tone, the new edition will
show you how to put your kids' best interests ﬁrst as you work with your spouse to parent together while living apart.

I'm Glad My Mom Died
Simon and Schuster #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former child actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated relationship with her
overbearing mother—and how she retook control of her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her ﬁrst acting audition. Her mother’s dream was for her only daughter to become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother happy. So she went along with what Mom called
“calorie restriction,” eating little and weighing herself ﬁve times a day. She endured extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are invisible, okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She was even showered by Mom until age sixteen while sharing her diaries, email, and
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all her income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in unﬂinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens when the dream ﬁnally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is thrust into fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators and getting on a
ﬁrst-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”), Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships. These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the iCarly spinoﬀ Sam & Cat alongside
Ariana Grande, her mother dies of cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette embarks on recovery and decides for the ﬁrst time in her life what she really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m Glad My Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience,
independence, and the joy of shampooing your own hair.

Mother Father Deaf
Living Between Sound and Silence
Harvard University Press "Mother father deaf" is the phrase commonly used within the Deaf community to refer to hearing children of deaf parents. These children grow up between two cultures, the Hearing and the Deaf. The author is one of these children, and in this book based on 150 interviews, he
takes us to the place where Deaf and Hearing cultures meet.

Hope Returns
Xulon Press On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly returned to her grandparents' home place in search of a journal that revealed explosive crimes and atrocities of the past that had haunted her grandma for nearly sixty-ﬁve years. Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed her
as she set out to solve the mystery that surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil secret that was contained in the journal only deepened her resentment of God. Because of her quest, she came in contact with many strong believers, especially a handsome young pastor and three senior citizens. In
that small town in the foothills of the mountains of North Carolina, Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to fade in the light of the strong faith of the young pastor and three senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of faith and hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn
Digh Griﬃn, a native North Carolinian, resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union County Public Schools where she was an Administrative Assistant to the Assistant Superintendent. She has two daughters and four grandchildren who also reside in the Old North
State.

The Goldﬁnch
A Novel (Pulitzer Prize for Fiction)
Little, Brown A young New Yorker grieving his mother's death is pulled into a gritty underworld of art and wealth in this "extraordinary" and beloved Pulitzer Prize winner that "connects with the heart as well as the mind" (Stephen King, New York Times Book Review). Theo Decker, a 13-year-old New
Yorker, miraculously survives an accident that kills his mother. Abandoned by his father, Theo is taken in by the family of a wealthy friend. Bewildered by his strange new home on Park Avenue, disturbed by schoolmates who don't know how to talk to him, and tormented above all by a longing for his
mother, he clings to the one thing that reminds him of her: a small, mysteriously captivating painting that ultimately draws Theo into a wealthy and insular art community. As an adult, Theo moves silkily between the drawing rooms of the rich and the dusty labyrinth of an antiques store where he works.
He is alienated and in love -- and at the center of a narrowing, ever more dangerous circle. The Goldﬁnch is a mesmerizing, stay-up-all-night and tell-all-your-friends triumph, an old-fashioned story of loss and obsession, survival and self-invention. From the streets of New York to the dark corners of the
art underworld, this "soaring masterpiece" examines the devastating impact of grief and the ruthless machinations of fate (Ron Charles, Washington Post).

My Mother's House, My Father's House
Puﬃn CHILDREN'S BOOKS/AGES 4-8

The Glass Castle
A Memoir
Simon and Schuster A triumphant tale of a young woman and her diﬃcult childhood, The Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir of resilience, redemption, and a revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and wonderfully vibrant. Jeannette Walls was the second of four children raised by
anti-institutional parents in a household of extremes.

Living with Mom and Living with Dad
Candlewick Press (MA) A little girl describes what her life is like now that her parents no longer live together.

The Coparenting Toolkit
The Essential Supplement for Mom's House, Dad's House
Custody & Coparenting Solutions USA BEST BOOKS AWARD and the INTERNATIONAL BOOK AWARDS *Award Winning Finalist!* "The CoParenting Toolkit will likely become the resource manual for coparents, their attorneys, and mediators... ---Claire N. Barnes, MA, Executive Director, "Kids' Turn" "Best I
have seen in this kind of book! ...more useful and practical information in fewer pages than any other author on this topic. It's actually fun to read." ---Phillip Reedy, MA, Family Court Mediator, former Education Coordinator, "California Statewide Oﬃce of Family Court Services" ESSENTIAL STRATEGIES
AND SOLUTIONS Step-by-Step and Easy-to-Use "This is a real toolkit!" It's packed with fresh new strategies plus some advanced versions of time-tested solutions from its partner, the comprehensive classic, "Mom's House, Dad's House." You will discover how to- Build and keep a healthy co-parenting
relationship Enhance your strengths Find success with emails, texts, meetings Find success with 3 new essential CoParenting Guidelines Speed healing by managing hurt and hard feelings PLUS, what kids need you to know, "words to try," extras for Parenting Plans, schedules, problem-solving, parenting
tips, and much more... FOR PARENTS AND PROFESSIONALS Reviews at www.TheCoParentingToolkit.com
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When Mom and Dad Separate
Children Can Learn to Cope with Grief from Divorce
Woodland Press (MN) Encourages children to sort out their painful feelings about the divorce of their parents through drawings.

The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
An Easy-to-Use Guide with Clear Rules, Real-World Examples, and Reproducible Quizzes
John Wiley & Sons The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and posttests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and fun. This updated 12th edition reﬂects the latest updates to English usage and grammar,
and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to facilitate self-assessment and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, oﬀering "just the facts" on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reﬂect the latest rules, along with even more quizzes and pre- and posttests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation oﬀers comprehensive, straightforward
instruction.

Mom, Dad, Our Books, and Me
Owlkids A young boys revels in learning to read and describes how everyone else around him enjoys reading too.

Mom and Dad Love Me the Same
An Introduction to Divorce from a Child's Perspective
William is a quiet 8-year-old boy with anxiety. When his parents tell him they are getting a divorce he is worried about how his life will change. Over the course of a year William experiences many diﬀerences and similarities. He explains his observations to the reader, helping kids understand divorce.
After all, the most important thing remained the same. Mom and Dad love him.

Life Without Mom and Dad
A Workbook to Build a Care Plan for Your Adult Special Needs Child
The uncertainty of the future is one of the things that drives my passion for helping families with special needs children develop their care plan. When a vision has been set down, and a plan put in place, it tends to give us a great sense of relief. My hope with this workbook is to help you prepare for your
child's adulthood and the eventuality of life without you.

Mom and Dad, I?m Gay
Coming Out of the Closet
CreateSpace Mom and Dad, I'm Gay Coming out of the closet" is an expression that covers a lot of a gay person's experience. Most of our fears and doubts are perfectly hidden in a closet. It is like the story with the Boogie Man. What happens if we decide to come out of this and confess who we really
are and what we really like to do? Fortunately, this book will provide you all the information you need to overcome a crisis situation if you are among the gay people in the whole world. If not, then you should still keep going on with the lecture because you'll ﬁnd a lot of interesting and accurate
information about gay culture, about what they represent and what they experience every day. This is a guide for everyone that needs to shed a light upon their knowledge and who want to leave the prejudices away. It is well structured, too, so that you won't encounter any diﬃculty in reading it. But,
most importantly, it is not only a book that shares some new and useful information, but a self-development one that will help many of us changing our mentality and start seeing the world with clearer and larger eyes.

Mommy and Daddy Love You Exactly As You Are!
Helping Children Know How Much They Are Loved and How Loveable They Are
Possibility Inﬁnity Publishing Babies are so easy to love. It feels so natural to love a newborn child unconditionally. The love just naturally ﬂows out of us. Nobody has to teach us. Nobody has to ask us. Nobody has to convince us. It just happens. How wonderful it would be if we could always love,
cherish, and appreciate our children as gorgeous, loving, angels. How great it would be to carry our love with us and maintain it powerfully forever. We can do that. We simply need to be nudged to remember. We just need to be reminded what we hold dear and precious. We only need to take time out
for a few moments and bask in the memory (and the present moment reality) of what is so amazingly and divinely wonderful about our gifts from the divine. This book is one of those reminders. Read this to your children so they (and you) remember how much you love them.
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This Old House Fun Family Projects
Great Ideas that Mom, Dad, and Kids Can Build and Enjoy!
Oxmoor House Easy step-by-step, 1-2-3 instruction so simple even a Dad could follow it (as long as he gets help from Mom...) Great pro advice Every project designed by our crew for simplicity, safety, and kid-worthiness Online helper Templates and videos for all the projects on thisoldhouse.com/books

Mentoring Your Child to Win
The 7 Breakthrough Keys How a Single Former Welfare
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Author Arlene Karian opens the door to success for millions of parents now – and in the future. In "Mentoring Your Child To Win: The 7 Breakthrough Keys How A Single Former Welfare Mom Raised A Multi-Millionaire Kid", Arlene – “The Parenting Mentor” –
provides you with a proven plan she created for herself and is now available to all who shape a child's consciousness.Easy and enjoyable to follow, parents will ﬁnd the tools to create a bond with their children in an exciting new way. Recently validated by science, Arlene's system will open a whole new
world of possibilities, empowering you to raise extraordinary children and also uplift you and your entire life in the process.The simple secret: Arlene became a mentor to her son by following a simple original system. Now you can use Arlene's "Road Map to 21st Century Parenting" system to help your
children avoid negative outside inﬂuences and achieve great things, so they become what they were meant to become.In "Mentoring Your Child To Win: The 7 Breakthrough Keys How A Single Former Welfare Mom Raised A Multi-Millionaire Kid," you'll discover:• The 7 Keys to 21st Century Parenting•
The 3 Scientiﬁc Research Secrets about Parenting• How To Mentor Your Child to Excel• How to Raise an Extraordinary Child• How To Get Your Kid To Say 'No' to Outside InﬂuencesPlus a lot more detailed, step-by-step guidance, inspiration, and help for parents and guardians to modernize parenting with
a new breakthrough approach to interface with these troubled times.In addition, the book reveals:• Detoxing Your Mind: An Innovative Way to De-stress• How To Eﬀortlessly Organize Your Day • Keeping The Love Alive In Spite Of Dishes, Laundry and Texting“Mentoring is the new way,” Arlene says. “I
raised my son to excel while on welfare. It's because I blended parenting with mentoring that my son became so extraordinary, successful, and a living role model of my work. Helping all parents bring out the best in their children, whatever that might be, is now my passion.”Arlene believes that true
wealth comes from the wisdom of the one who is shaping a child's life. Her book will guide you on an incredible new journey toward that end.Mentoring Your Child To Win: The 7 Breakthrough Keys – How A Single, Former Welfare Mom Raised A Multi-Millionaire Kid brings solutions for parenting in the
21st Century.

I Have Autism... What'll I Do Without You, Mom?
How to Prepare for When Your Special Needs Child Outlives You
How comforting would it be for you to know that you can help your adult child live well after you are gone? I believe this knowledge would be a great relief to you-and that is why I wrote this book. When Brandon, my 40-year-old autistic son, said, "I don't know what I would do without you, Mom," I knew I
had to create a detailed written plan for his future. I have created a comprehensive, step-by-step plan and a personalized Instructional Care Manual for you to complete so that others can take care of and help your child live well. I will show you how to ﬁnd the right people "to stand in for you" by
creating a network of supportive individuals who can assist and be an advocate for your child. My Step-In Parenting Network program (SIPN) will help you identify potential "step-in parents" who can continue to love and care for your child when you no longer can. I've also included detailed chapters on
independence because what you do today to help your child reach maximum independence will aﬀect the quality of the rest of his or her life. Working on "letting go" of a special needs adult child is a sensitive area that many parents are afraid to face head on. However, the more your child knows and
can learn to do, one step at a time, the easier it will be for your son or daughter to continue on. We cannot pretend that our children will be magically taken care of in the future if we don't do something about it today. This is why the Instructional Care Manual (ICM) will be crucial for every child with
special needs. It will follow them wherever they go for the rest of their lives. I wrote this book to inspire you to move forward, knowing that there are things you can do to ensure that your child is not alone or forgotten. By taking action now, you will feel as empowered and relieved as I have become.
This book is your best opportunity to be heard and to help your adult child reach maximum independence and live the best life possible-while you are still here, and after you're gone. "Amalia Starr takes her readers by the hand and walks this journey with us with sensitivity and decades of wisdom.
Every special needs parent should read this book, which deals with the reality that our children need to be prepared to outlive us. From tips on how to launch our adult children into the maximum level of independent living to planning for them to thrive after we have left this planet, this book has it allencouragement, practical advice, and the forms to create a personalized Care Manual." Bobbi Sheahan, author of What I'd Wish I'd Known About Raising a Child With Autism

35 Important Things My Father Told Me
CreateSpace Sometimes it may not be too good of an idea to look to closely into your into family background. My father told me a number of useful things that should prove beneﬁcial to any parent pursuing the diﬃcult task of raising their children. This book lists 35 things that my father told me that
have proven useful to me during my life and will be helpful to any reader of this book. His criteria for success are marvelous.

Recipes
Blank Recipe Book
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Make your own personalized cookbook! Organize your most cherished and memorable recipes in this easy-to-ﬁll recipe journal. Keep all your favorite recipes in this stylish blank cookbook organizer which include: A recipe index to easily ﬁnd your recipe page
and each recipe's category such as appetizers, breakfast, lunch, main entrees, soups, and salads, sides and condiments, desserts, and drinks. 100 recipe pages to write your favorite with an easy to use format that include lots of space to jot down the ingredients, the directions, the serving size, the
preparation time, the cooking time and the oven temperature. You can even rate your recipe to know how good it was. Space to write down where you got the recipe from and space to jot down some notes at the end of each recipe. You'll also ﬁnd at the end of the journal an appendix with
measurement equivalents, practical ingredient substitution suggestions, and more. Measures 8 inches wide by 10 inches high. This blank recipe journal is ideal to conceive and share your best family recipes and makes a wonderful gift for friends and family for any occasion. Start your own custom
cookbook today! Scroll back up and order your copy now!

Snow Buster
CreateSpace For ages 3 to 5 years. With the city blanketed in a deep snow, Ryan's dad is worried about how he will get to work. However, four year old, Ryan, knows just what to do. With the help of his snow blower, snowplow, dump truck, front loader, and a train, he clears the streets so that his dad
can safely get to work.
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Take That Nursing Home and Shove It!
The author, a U.S. elder law attorney, uses real-life examples to illustrate how to evaluate current nursing home practices and policies, along with alternative care and associated living choices available for older adults; includes appendices with a nursing home visit evaluation checklist for prospective
residents and their family and home care licensing guidelines by state.

Root Beer Floats
Story of a Boy, a Time, a Town
Createspace Independent Pub Root Beer Floats is a true story about growing up in small-town America during the 1950's. It captures the essence of the author's relationship to the beloved town of his youth during one of America's most exciting decades. From the day his father comes home after WWII,
to the day he leaves the town in search of his future, he shares with us a colorful collection of his childhood memories. Brought up in a family that counted every penny, life was simple and sweet. We learn that at a young age, his love of root beer ﬂoats not only satisﬁes his overactive sweet tooth, but
also leads him into a battle with temptation, a battle he loses all too easily. A few years later, he ﬁnds two warm beers on a hot summer night every bit as tempting. From the ﬁne art of car-hopping on a snowy winter's day, to having his eye nearly "put out" in a walnut ﬁght, his story portrays a
childhood ﬁlled with delight and optimism, a dose of which should brighten the hearts of all who partake.

How to Spread Sanity on a Cracker
How to Spread Sanity on a Cracker: Mom-to-mom whines, cheese, rants and recipes is an award-winning book that delivers a strong dose of comic relief for all women who ﬁnd themselves overwhelmed with the temporary insanity wrought by beings under four feet tall. Like many mothers, author and
blogger, Jackie Hennessey, has her days. Sometimes, the only thing she needs in order to cope with motherhood s ups and downs is to vent with other moms. That and vast amounts of cheese dip. A hilarious collection of mommy whines and cheese dip recipes culled from mothers across the country,
including many truths from the author, How to Spread Sanity on a Cracker makes the perfect gift for moms everywhere. Included are such delectable morsels as: The horrors of shopping with kids How to make Tex-Mex Cream Cheese Dip What to do when your child gets a potty seat stuck to her head
The recipe for Gourmet Cheddar Dip with Dried Figs Because this book is written by a mother, the short, fun-to-read chapters can be consumed in real mommy time!

The Amazing Book of No
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The Amazing Book of No was just announced as a Winner of the 2015 Readers Favorite Award for K-3rd grade readers. "The Amazing Book of No" is a deceptively simple story that will teach your 3-7 year old how to accept the word "no" when you say it, and
why they shouldn't argue. The story is about two moms and their children. One mom says "no" all the time, while the other says "yes" to everything. It is cute and engaging all in one, and designed not to take up too much of a parents valuable time, with the idea being to try and imprint wholesome
ideals while kids are young. Reading this just a few times to your boy or girl at bedtime will ensure you don't have any misunderstandings with your children about the word "NO" as they grow older. This really is: The Amazing Book of No!

No Place Like Earth
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A child's dream takes us on a journey through space. The child looks for a place to land while exploring each planet, but some are too hot, some are too cold, and some are just made of liquid and gas. Only planet Earth is just right. Fun rhyming text
introduces children to each planet and basic facts about it. The text is accompanied by stunning images of a rocket traveling through the solar system, interspersed by close up images of each planet in order. While each planet is amazing in its own way, there is only one we can call home. If parents
choose, this can be the start to a conversation about how we can take better care of our planet. Visit lorifettner.wordpress.com/no-place-like-earth/ to see sample pages from the interior.

The Pitcher's Mom
Bottom-of-the-ninth dreams are the stuﬀ that young boys are made of. But boys grow. Destiny arrives on the doorstep -or, more likely, fails to- and all the while mothers look on, impotent witnesses to the great unknown. Such is the turf of The Pitcher's Mom, a novel about big dreams, cup shopping,
bleacher barbs, sore arms, mothers and sons, wrestling destiny, and the sacriﬁces we make for love.

Our Magic Bunk Bed
The Bedtime Adventures of Ally and Arthur
CreateSpace This bedtime book is about three little adventurers; Ally, Arthur, and their dog Hoover. When they combine their new bunk bed with a little bit of imagination, and little bit of magic, they are launched into the adventure of their lives. Hang on tight as they soar through the sky and sail the
ocean blue, but beware, adventures aren't always all they are cracked up to be.

Karl's Story
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform With an uncanny relevance to today's world and inspired by the life of its author, Karl's Story, is a WW II child refugee's tale of resilience, hope and courage as told through the narrative of her beloved teddy bear, Karl .A story perfect for all ages: read to
children by parents, grandparents and teachers alike. It has been read many times to middle elementary grades. A book to be handed down from parent to child to child for generations to come. Karl, "a very old teddy bear," has a magic gift- he can tell stories to children who are still young enough to
understand toy talk . Karl's Story begins in Europe. It's about Karl, the young girl Karin, and Mimi the mind reading cat, ... how the three friends experience and survive WW II and then escape from communism to a new and hope-ﬁlled life with his beloved friend Karin .Their journey, their story, enchants
children but in the sense of The Little Prince speaks timelessly to adults as well . Karl's Story tells of European refugees and is as relevant today as then. The chaos of the time turned the world of the three friends upside down, slowly at ﬁrst, from no more whipped cream at birthday parties to ever more
frequent air raids, crashing bombs, and a harrowing train ride, with Karl and Mimi stuﬀed in Karin's old wicker trunk. In the journey Karin loses all she ever knew or loved, but goes on to rebuild her world in America. The book is categorized as Children's Fiction because of its charming cover and talking
stuﬀed animals but is inspirational to young and old alike, and a perfect antidote in these still troubled times; this is indeed a book for all.
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Mom,Dad And I Fun Activity Book -1
Popular Prakashan

Talk to Me, Mom and Dad
Wellness Institute, Inc. Talk to Me, Mom and Dad is a comprehensive discussion of speech, what is means, and how we use it...from infancy right on up through adulthood. Children and teenagers with problems such as Attention-Deﬁcit/Hyperactive Disorder, Motivation Deﬁcits, Developmental Disorders,
and Oppositional Deﬁance require help getting their needs met within the family. Dr. Remig oﬀers principals to facilitate talking and growing for all family members. Book jacket.

Smiling at Mother Freedom, Laughing with Father Time
Chasing Kites and Rainbows in the ’50S, Catching Dreams in the Twenty-First Century
Xlibris Corporation This is a story based on the life of a very humble family that had their roots set in Mexico in the midforties before heading north and setting foot in America. The family grew in a matter of years. Texas became their home. Raising six boys and one girl brought along many pranks and
so many hardships. Lack of education, low wages, and a large family took a toll on the head of the family. But there was always the laughter and optimism of a better tomorrow that kept the family together. Believing in Jesus Christ and having a strong faith helped the family take one day at a time. And
then came the Vietnam War. In time, marriages, prosperity, and new families gave new life to the grandparents who ﬁnally had it all, in that little town called New Deal.

My Mom Was My Dad
One Woman One Child Becomes One Man
My Mom Was my Dad is not just another book on parenting. This book was written to help single mothers deal with raising boys. Based on my life story of how I was raised in a single - parent home due to the death of my father, I wanted to take single mothers on a journey of what they will face as they
try to raise a boy to a man. I cover deep topics such as; the discussion of the birds and the bees, along with showing a young man how to pay bills and also about sports. This book is much more than the average how-to-book on parenting. Once I started to reminisce about my childhood, my memory
overﬂowed with incidents and events long forgotten! I started to laugh and shed a few tears at the same time when I decided to write this book about my mom and my childhood! Readers may do the same as they walk with me through my ﬁrst-hand accounts of my mom, Rena Johnsons, humorous and
sometime confusing job of making a Man out of a Boy!
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